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A superb reference book on Philco, the leading radio manufacturer during radio's Golden Age.
Specifications for each model given. A year-by-year look at Philco's radio line each year between
1928, when the company began to make radios, and 1942, when World War II put a halt to radio
production.
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Well written history with ample color photos and B&W illustrations. Has valuable information such as
tube location, products, rarity scale and estimated value. Adequate quality printing although new
edition is printed in China rather than the US.

As the follow-up edition to Ron's earlier book on PHILCO, this continues to be the definitive
reference for antique radio collectors and mass media historians. PHILCO (short for "Philadelphia
Storage Battery Company") was the name synonymous with affordable radios for nearly three
decades...along with the well-known "cathedral" style radio of the 1930s and 1940s.During the
Great Depression of the 1930s, the family radio was the last household item to be sold for rent and
food money.I recommend picking up your copy before this edition goes out of print.

The publisher uses a high quality glossy stock that allows the many photographs to be presented
with excellent detail and fidelity. There are literally 100's and 100's of photos, nearly all in color. The

shots are bright, detailed, and large enough to help you identify nearly any Philco model ever
produced through 1942.Author Ron Ramirez has organized and presented the right information in
the right order. After presenting corporate history, each chapter then reviews by model year the
Philco line and its technical advancements. And, each chapter has large color photos of models
from the year it covers. This approach is hugely more satisfying than having to refer to photos in a
section of the book far removed from the subject.The content and organization are incredibly helpful
to collectors and dedicated fans. The flow is superb with the book's chronological organization.
Many photos have very detailed captions explaining features of the particular model presented. The
information is precise and dependable.Data tables are nicely organized. Chapter 16 lists Philco tube
radios produced by year from 1928-42, along with number of tubes, power source, and cabinet type.
One appendix shows chassis sketches with tube layouts for the various models. This is valuable
information for collectors and restorers. Another appendix includes a value guide organized by
model year.This volume is sure to delight collectors and tube radio fans. Complaints? None. The
author and publisher have done a superb job of documenting the technology of a bygone era. This
may be my favorite of the many books I have on tube radios.Tip: No value guide can account for all
variables. However, if you are looking for a single-volume source of data and price information on
Philco and a wide variety of other brands, I recommend the latest edition of "Collector's Guide to
Antique Radios: Identification and Values."

If you're into Philco (tube) radios from the past, this is the book for you. As I repair and generally fix
up or look for new Philcos to buy, I'm contently referencing this book, looking for info and pictures.
The price guide is, of course, a bit dated but something like that would have to be updated monthly
as the value on these radios is dependent on to many factors including condition and what the
current market demands. I've dealt personally with Ron on various antique radio forums and he's
always willing to provide his expertise.

Excellent reference book for the collector and others that love old radios of the late 1920's,1930's
and early 1940's. Wish the author would come out with a version covering Philco radios 1942-1949.
This book is Beautifully done with color pictures and the history of Philco. I have recommended it to
friends that love the old tube radios.

This book is just packed with photos and information, I think any radio collector or anyone involved
with antiques would love to have this book.....
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